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ABSTRACT
Video analysis platforms that integrate automatic solutions for mul-
timedia and information retrieval enable various applications in
many disciplines including film and media studies, communication
science, and education. However, current platforms for video anal-
ysis either focus on manual annotations or include only a few tools
for automatic content analysis. In this paper, we present a novel web-
based video analysis platform called TIB AV-Analytics (TIB-AV-A).
Unlike previous platforms, TIB-AV-A integrates state-of-the-art ap-
proaches in the fields of computer vision, audio analysis, and natural
language processing for many relevant video analysis tasks. To facil-
itate future extensions and to ensure interoperability with existing
tools, the video analysis approaches are implemented in a plugin
structure with appropriate interfaces and import-export functions.
TIB-AV-A leverages modern web technologies to provide users with
a responsive and interactive web interface that enables manual
annotation and provides access to powerful deep learning tools
without a requirement for specific hardware dependencies. Source
code and demo are publicly available at: https://service.tib.eu/tibava.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Videos are omnipresent in our everyday lives and serve both to
entertain and to provide news and information. They typically con-
sist of different modalities, e.g., image, audio, and text. Methods for
automated evaluation of different modalities are crucial to provide
researchers with information into the internal dynamics and pro-
portionality of individual videos or even entire corpora. Thus, video
analysis platforms that provide researchers from many disciplines,
e.g., film and media studies, communication science, sports science,
and education, access to state-of-the-art approaches from pattern
recognition and multimedia retrieval are of utmost importance to
facilitate practical applications in the field of media research.

Several video analysis platforms have been developed to sup-
port users in these disciplines. However, while some platforms are
limited to manual annotations (e.g., ANVIL [10], Cinemetrics [23],
ELAN [24]), other software solutions (e.g., Videana [5], VIAN [7],
VIAN-DH [22]) integrate computational approaches to support
users in several time-consuming tasks including, for example, shot
boundary detection, color analysis, visual concept detection, etc.
However, these tools are limited to a few analysis methods and do
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not leverage state-of-the-art approaches that have achieved sub-
stantial progress in various multimedia tasks in recent years.

In this paper, we present TIB AV-Analytics (TIB-AV-A) which is
a open-source, web-based platform for systematic film and video
analysis. It aims to support researchers from various disciplines
including film and media studies, communication science, sports
science, psychology, and education with state-of-the-art video anal-
ysis technologies to which they typically do not have access. For
this purpose, we have identified the needs of researchers from
these disciplines by conducting a requirement analysis. We also col-
lected feedback from developers and users of other video platforms
such as VIAN [7] and ELAN [24]. To complement existing video
analysis platforms, TIB-AV-A makes the following contributions.
(1) To date, TIB-AV-A provides to most complete set of automatic
video analysis methods and, unlike existing platforms, integrates
state-of-the-art algorithms from computer vision, natural language
processing, and audio analysis for automatic extraction of mul-
timodal information from videos. This includes core aspects of
video analysis, such as shot boundary detection, automatic speech
recognition, shot size classification, as well as further algorithms
for face identification, visual concept recognition etc. Moreover, it
enables the automatic analysis of audio information including the
spoken language. (2) The individual approaches are realized in a
plugin structure, which allows developers and researchers to easily
integrate plugins to maintain TIB-AV-A at the current state of the
art. (3) For a web-based, responsive, and interactive experience for
users without specific hardware dependencies, TIB-AV-A leverages
modern web technologies. It supports users to manually add and
adjust their own as well as automatically generated annotations.
(4) For interoperability with other software and video annotation
tools, TIB-AV-A allows import and export in common data formats
and provides an Application Programming Interface (API).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the system architecture of TIB-AV-A. The video analysis
approaches based on recent methods are introduced in Section 3.
The current functionalities of TIB-AV-A are described in Section 4.
Section 5 summarizes this paper and outlines future work.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF TIB-AV-A
TIB-AV-A offers a wide range of state-of-the-art video analysis meth-
ods and manual annotation of video segments. To simplify exten-
sions, the individual components were built as modular as possible
with plugins. As shown in Figure 1, TIB-AV-A consists of four main
components: frontend, backend, analyzer, and inference server.

2.1 Frontend
The frontend allows individual users to upload videos, configure
and launch processing pipelines, and annotate video segments. The
frontend was implemented using the Vue.js framework and the
WebGL library PixiJS. PixiJS enables Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
acceleration and allows a more interactive use of the tool especially
when many visualization for a video are displayed.

2.2 Backend
The task of the backend is to store andmanage user inputs including
uploaded videos and manually created annotations. Furthermore, it

defines processing pipelines that the user can execute. A processing
pipeline consists of one or more modular analyzer plugins (Sec-
tion 2.3) to perform a certain video analysis task. For example, the
extraction of the audio spectrogram (Section 3.1) performs two plu-
gins to (1) extract the audio signal from the video, and (2) calculate
its frequency histogram. The backend was implemented using the
DJango framework and communicates with the frontend using a
Representational State Transfer (REST) API and with the analyzer
using gRPC Remote Procedure Calls (gRPC) protocol. The REST API
allows external developers to use TIB-AV-A’s plugins. Users as well
as their annotations and pipeline results are stored in a Structured
Query Language (SQL) database.

2.3 Analyzer
The analyzer is a gRPC server implemented in python and serves as
a job queue for plugins. To simultaneously process multiple requests
from different users, a job scheduler is added, which processes
incoming calls from plugins with multiple workers. The individual
workers provide the current status, which gives users feedback on
the plugin’s progress. Furthermore, the analyzer includes a cache
that stores individual plugin results.

2.4 Inference
Current approaches for the analysis of multimedia content are
implemented with different frameworks, such as TensorFlow [1] or
PyTorch [14]. We use a BentoML inference server with REST API to
support simultaneous use of various versions of machine learning
frameworks. This simplifies the implementation of new plugins in
TIB-AV-A. In addition, the inference server automatically manages
the available computational resources such as accelerators (GPU ).

3 VIDEO CONTENT ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe the algorithms used in TIB-AV-A for
the analysis of the auditory (Section 3.1) and visual content (Sec-
tion 3.2) of the video. The currently implemented algorithms were
chosen based on their tradeoff in speed, performance, and availabil-
ity (license). Section 3.3 presents details on how users can combine
outputs of different analysis methods to extract high-level features
using logical operators. The selection of approaches was determined
and prioritized based on a requirements analysis conducted with
users from various disciplines, including communication science
and film studies. Surprisingly, potential users were also interested
in low-level features from audio (e.g., frequency and volume) and
image (e.g., color and brightness) besides more complex information
extraction techniques. To date, we mainly focused on the integra-
tion of approaches for automatic visual content analysis. However,
first approaches to analyse the audio and speech content have been
already implemented and will be extended in the future.

3.1 Audio & Speech Content Analysis
Low-level audio features, such as the dynamics, volume, and spec-
trum of the audio signal, can provide information about various
aspects of audio analysis, such as the identification of music, speech,
etc. We use the librosa [12] python library to extract low-level audio
features from videos including the amplitude curve (waveform),
volume (root mean square), and the frequency spectrogram.
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Figure 1: System architecture of TIB-AV-A with associated interfaces and database structure.

The speech in videos contains many important information in-
cluding topics, entities, and sentiment. We apply Whisper [17], a
state-of-the-art transformer for automatic speech recognition, to au-
tomatically extract the speech transcripts from the videos. The tran-
scripts are an important foundation for many subsequent speech
analysis steps using natural language processing approaches, e.g,
for named entity linking [11], sentiment analysis [18], and topic
modeling [2], that will be implemented in TIB-AV-A in the future.

3.2 Visual Content Analysis
3.2.1 Low-level Visual Features. Low-level visual features such as
color and brightness can provide users with valuable insights on
the video content. We have used the python library scikit-learn [15]
to cluster the RGB values of all video pixels within a frame using
the 𝑘-means clustering approach. The number of clusters 𝑘 can be
defined by the user in the frontend. In addition, we averaged the
value (V) in the HSV color space to extract the brightness.

3.2.2 Basic Video Analysis. The detection of shot boundaries is
one of the most fundamental task in video analysis. We apply
TransNet V2 [21] for shot boundary detection as it provides ro-
bust and accurate results. Furthermore, the shot boundaries were
used for a Kernel Density Estimation using scikit-learn [15] to com-
pute the cut density [19], i.e., the frequency of shot transitions, that
helps spot video segments with a low or high shot frequency (e.g.,
actions scenes). Another important aspect according to our require-
ment analysis is the shot size (e.g., close-up, long shot). Since there
are no publicly available models, we trained a ResNet-50 [8] on the
MovieNet dataset [9] that is annotated for five shot sizes.

3.2.3 Visual Concept Detection & Face Analysis. The detection of
visual concepts, such as places, objects, persons, and actions was
identified as another important aspect for film andmedia studies. To
predict the environmental setting of a shot, we apply a pretrained
ResNet-50 [8] model trained on the Places365 dataset [25]. To de-
tect and identify faces, we use the insightface python library that
offers a variety of models for face detection [6] and facial feature
representation [3]. The identification of persons is realized by a
comparison of the facial features between the faces found within a
video to the face depicting the queried person in an example image
which is provided from the user via the frontend. To extract the
facial emotions of each face found in the video, we apply the facial
attribute analysis from deepface [20].

3.2.4 Zero-shot Concept Classification. The set of relevant con-
cepts depicted in videos highly depends on various aspects, such as
the application domain (e.g., news analysis, film studies, etc.), topic
or genre, and the user’s interest. Thus, we apply recent approaches
on visual representation learning based on vision-language pretrain-
ing [13, 16] that, unlike previous methods that rely on a fixed set
of discrete labels [4, 8], allow us to automatically classify arbitrary
task-relevant visual concepts in videos based on textual descrip-
tions (also referred to as prompting [26]). To describe individual
frames, we use CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining) [16]
as it has proven to be very effective for many downstream tasks.
Furthermore, we apply X-CLIP [13] to enable a zero-shot visual
concept detection for tasks that benefit from the temporal context
in the video, such as the recognition of (inter)actions and gestures.

3.3 Logical Operators for Pattern Recognition
We collaborated closely with researchers in the communication
science and film studies to develop TIB-AV-A. We noticed that re-
searchers are often interested in patterns that comprise a combi-
nation of features. For example, they are interested in analysing
specific movie or news pieces that contain a close-up of a person
with a sad facial expression or an aerial shot of a landscape covered
in snow (Figure 1). It can be also used to add conditions to certain
patterns to, for example, search for specific actions if a person visi-
ble. For this purpose, we implemented a plugin that combines the
probabilities of certain features (e.g., scenes, emotions, shot sizes)
with logical operations. So far, user can define high-level features by
aggregating them with the logical or and the logical and function.

4 DEMONSTRATOR
TIB-AV-A is available on: https://service.tib.eu/tibava. Users can
add videos to their collection by uploading a video file and its meta
information. Once a video has been uploaded, the video analysis
view depicted in Figure 2 is presented. It is composed of four main
components: (a) The video and its control elements (e.g., audio
volume, playback speed, timeline navigation) are displayed in the
top left corner. (b) In the top right corner, the user is provided with a
list of shots (b1) and annotations (b2) of the current frame. (c) In the
bottom of the screen, the timelines containing manual annotations
and plugin results including automatically generated annotations
as well as numerical results are visualized. (d) In the navigation
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Figure 2: Interface of TIB-AV-A for a German news broadcast. It contains a video player (a), overview of detected shots (b1) and
annotations (b2), timelines (c) that can display categorical (e.g., Newscaster) and numerical values (e.g., FIFA WC Trophy [CLIP]),
and a navigation bar (d). Timelines with numerical values indicate, e.g., the probability whether a concept is depicted in a video.
The user can select the visualization type (line chart, color chart) and color (here: from white unlikely to red likely).

bar users can start pipelines, add shortcuts for manual annotations,
export results, and get access to the user management.

Users have access to all video content analysis steps explained
in Section 3. For each uploaded video, shot boundary detection is
automatically performed as it serves as a basis for many subsequent
video analysis steps and manual annotations. The shot boundary
detection creates a timeline with timeline segments that correspond
to the individual shots. The parameters, such as the the number
of frames per second for which the pipeline is performed, can be
configured in the pipeline menu. The user can monitor the progress
of running pipelines in the navigation bar. Once a pipeline has
finished, the corresponding timeline will be displayed. To allow cus-
tomization, different visualization types (e.g., line chart, heatmaps)
and color schemes can be selected. Timelines can be (or are already)
grouped and arranged hierarchically, e.g, the shot sizes contain
five different classes. These groups can be expanded and collapsed.
Moreover, timelines can be rearranged, deleted, and duplicated.

Besides automatic video analysis, TIB-AV-A also allows users to
add and change annotations by clicking on an annotation segment,
i.e., shot, or selecting a time range. In the shortcut menu, users can
assign keyboard shortcuts for existing annotation labels. Moreover,
users can navigate timeline segments using the arrow keys on the
keyboard for efficient annotation and can split or merge them to
modify the shot boundaries. In the optionmenuwithin the timelines
view, users are also presented with the option to import and export
timelines. Currently, we support import and export to ELAN [24]
as well as the export as csv (comma-separated values) file.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel video analysis platform
called TIB-AV-A. Unlike exiting platforms, TIB-AV-A uses modern
web technologies and integrates state-of-the-art methods for auto-
matic video analysis. To date, it offers the most complete set of anal-
ysis tools within a video analysis platform to support researchers
in many disciplines, e.g., film and media studies, communication
science, and education. Moreover, TIB-AV-A allows manual annota-
tions and provides interoperability to existing video analysis efforts
through import and export in common data formats and an API.
The plugins are developed in a modular fashion to simplify future
extension of TIB-AV-A. In the future, we want to provide users with
the possibility to create custom data visualizations directly within
TIB-AV-A, e.g., line charts, bar charts, and graphs that indicate the
(co-)occurrence of persons or the places specific persons or concepts
appear in. Furthermore, we aim to add plugins for other important
use cases, e.g., natural language processing approaches to analyze
the written and spoken text. Although TIB-AV-A was developed to
analyze individual videos, we plan to extend the platform to allow
information retrieval in a video corpus.
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